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To obtain the Freedom’s 
Phoenix digital magazine, 
launch GoodReader and 
click “Browse the Web.”  To 
get to this option, you may 
need to expand the “Web 
Downloads” sub-window 
found on the right hand 
column of the application. 
When you click “Browse the 
web” you will be presented 
with GoodReader’s internal 
web browser, just type in www.freedomsphoenix.com in 
the address bar and hit “Go” on your iPad onscreen key-
board.
 
Once Freedom’s Phoenix has loaded, click on “Maga-
zine / Radio / TV” in the website’s navigation bar, then 
choose the option for “Online Magazine List.”   You may 
be prompted to enter your Freedom’s Phoenix username 
and password at this point. Choose the digital magazine 
you wish to download and you will be taken to a page 
with a link that says “Download Magazine File.” Once 
you click this, GoodReader will begin downloading the 
file. Once the file has finished downloading, you will be 
able to access it from the “Recent Downloads” menu in 
the  “My Documents” screen of  GoodReader.

The best software for all android devices so 
far has been the FREE software from the 
Andriod Market: ezPDF Reader
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FreedomsPhoenix Digital Magazine Viewing Tips
By Nick Barnett

iPad/iPhone Andriod Device SmartPhone Other

Make a Comment  •  Email Link 
 Send Letter to Editor  •  Save Link

(For continuous updates to enhance your digital magazine experience use links below)
Make a Comment  •  Email Link  •  Send Letter to Editor  •  Save Link

The Freedom’s Phoenix digital 
magazine has been optimized and 
tested for use on the iPad with the 
“GoodReader” application. Since 
Apple’s products do not have na-
tive support for interactive publi-
cations, you have to purchase the 
application from the iTunes digital 
download store. You can either fol-

low this link to be taken to the application purchase page 
or use your iPad’s AppStore and search for “GoodRead-
er.”
 
Once GoodReader is installed, you can optimize your 
digital magazine experience by changing a few default 
options in the application. Launch GoodReader and click 
the settings icon (it looks like a little gear in the bottom 
left of the screen).  In the “General Settings” tab, it is rec-
ommended that you set the “Asks for link action” option 
to OFF.  In the “PDF files” tab, you should ensure that 
“Horizontal swipe” is set to ON, and “Fit page to width 
(portrait)” is set to ON.

Once you have made the above 
changes, you will be able to swipe 
left and right to “flip” through the 
digital pages and the pages should 
appear as intended, just like a real 
paper magazine, but with modern 
paperless interactivity.
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DuRING the govern-
ment shut down, we got 
to see exactly which 
agencies were useless 
and which ones should 
have been shut down. 
Out of the myriad of 
three letter parasites, 
agencies like the DEA, 
IRS, FBI, DOJ, EPA, 
and DOE frequently top 

the lists of agencies that anarchists would elimi-
nate if given the chance. I’d like to suggest a 
different approach; an ideological elimination 
of sorts.

Many of the problems people are experienc-
ing are a direct result of misplaced faith in fiat 
currency, namely the petrodollar. Older genera-
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Abolishing Fiat Ideology
By Meghan Kellison

tions have gotten rich based on this faith and 
a stronger economy that allowed them to take 
advantage of the dollar’s strength and are now 
expecting retirement at 65 with a good couple 
of decades of leisure; spending their dollars and 
money accrued from investments on sections of 
the economy that produce nice feelings but not 
tangible goods.

Younger generations have no retirement to look 
forward to as they must pay for the healthcare 
and social security expenses of these retired 
individuals who had the luck to be born into a 
time unlike any other in history. The parents of 
baby boomers and former generations worked 
into old age, and their children will likely be 
facing the same. But boomers lived through a 
more prosperous economy, had the time to in-
vest in real money (gold and silver) when it 
was affordable, and feel entitled to the wealth 
of others despite having had ample opportunity 
to build their own. They taught their children 
many of these same attitudes and gave them ad-
vice that is not applicable to the ever changing 
world we inhabit.

The idea that money is something that can be 
indefinitely printed as long as other countries 
accept it for oil or drug laundering is a dying 

http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/Magazine/144228-2013-10-29-abolishing-fiat-ideology.htm
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one whether or not it is expressed by the modern 
zeitgeist. Millennials have been taught to have 
the same faith in fiat that their parents have, 
but even governments in other countries have 
been slowly moving away from using the dol-
lar for trade. Middle Eastern and African coun-
tries have tried to request gold for payment in 
oil trading, while the Yuan is becoming a major 
player in worldwide markets. There’s only so 
much the government can do to prop up the ex-
trinsic value of the dollar, but its death is good 
news for people who have distanced themselves 
from it.

Cryptocurrencies provide hope for younger gen-
erations looking to escape the burden of debt that 
has been placed on them. I believe they are use-
ful for all generations, but especially younger 
ones who have grown up with a tighter grasp of 
technology. As more people put their paper dol-
lars into currencies like Bitcoin, more questions 
are proposed and challenges to Bitcoin’s practi-

cal appeal are put forth to discourage usage. But 
the users of Bitcoin recognize the hypocrisy in 
criticizing their preferred currency because the 
same critiques can be made of the dollar.

Even leaving ethical considerations out of the 
argument one has to consider what is a dollar re-
ally worth? Well, many would answer it is worth 
what it can buy or that it is tied to very powerful 
interests and used to trade very valuable assets. 
Why is the same standard not applied to Bit-
coin? It’s easy to try to gauge Bitcoins value in 
terms of its worth in dollars, but it is a currency 
in itself that is fueling a thriving counter econ-
omy that will soon challenge government con-
trolled markets. Breaking free from the mindset 
that a Bitcoin is only worth x amount of dollars 
is an integral part of accepting it as a legitimate 
currency with real world value.

What is a Bitcoin worth, though? Well, there are 
tons of practical goods and services available 
in a variety of markets, and it has been hugely 
successful in helping nonprofits and charities 
help thousands of people. That last link was an 
example of the generosity of Bitcoin users and 
the utility of Bitcoins in a single city in Florida. 
Bitcoins buy food for the homeless, high quality 
chicken eggs, precious metals, electronics, med-
ical advice, and more tangible, useful goods and 
services every day. Imagine what could be done 
with greater worldwide acceptance of compet-
ing currencies!

Continued from Page #4 - Abolishing Fiat Ideology
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As we move away from the idea that the dollar 
is the most useful currency, we also have to con-
sider the ethical implications of a currency that 
is directly damaging to human lives, even if we 
aren’t able to see its destruction. Now, the dol-
lar itself is an innocuous piece of paper, but the 
faith behind it coupled with its usage facilitates 
the darkest evils in far away places; genocide, 
infanticide, rape, war, crippling sanctions. If you 
can apply an ethical value to a currency, it ap-
pears obvious that the dollar is soaked in its share 
of blood. Similar 
to the rampant na-
tionalism behind 
the American flag, 
it is the faith be-
hind it and justifi-
cation of its sordid 
role in commerce 
that is damaging. It 
is a symbol of war 
and debt slavery; a 
promise backed by idolatry and usury, but be-
littled by plastic garbage and its role in idle con-
sumerism.

There is nothing wrong with using something 
to make exchange of goods and services more 
fungible, but if we have the option to use a cur-
rency that is not universally reviled it seems like 
that is the better choice. So, can ethics be ap-
plied to Bitcoin in a similar way I applied it to 
the dollar? You judge a tree by its fruits, and 
while black markets are still a place of usage for 

Bitcoin, it is making its way into mainstream 
use. As mentioned before, the cryptocurren-
cy community has used Bitcoin to feed (at the 
time of publication) 20,000 homeless people in 
Pensacola, FL alone while also providing hood-
ies for the homeless in California, and making 
Thanksgiving accessible to needy folks in New 
Hampshire.

Compared to the dollar, Bitcoins current legacy 
is one of peace, free trade from person to per-

son with no banks 
involved and con-
venient acquisition 
of high quality de-
spite illegal medi-
cines not approved 
by the FDA. Its 
detractors might 
point to the recent 
abduction of Ross 
ulbricht, ringlead-

er of the Silk Road and his possible attempt at 
hiring a hitman to threaten the lives of those who 
would expose his empire. It is a valid complaint, 
but even if true, pales in comparison to the mil-
lions of lives lost in the war machine fueled by 
fiat. The concepts behind Bitcoin are intriguing 
as the community who regularly uses it believes 
in the principles of free exchange between in-
dividuals not hindered by banks, governments, 
or borders and likewise mutual aid and charity 
that prove the effectiveness of private individu-

Continued from Page #5 - Abolishing Fiat Ideology
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als helping one another without having to steal 
from their neighbors to do it.

Now, Bitcoin and its brethren are still new and 
much good has come from their usage so far, 
and while I won’t go so far as to say that this will 
always be the case, it is abundantly clear that it 
is a more ethical choice than the blood dollar. 
But until wider implementation of Bitcoin, we 
are stuck dealing with dollars. That is why I am 
proposing an ideological shift first; any change 
begins with the mind and heart. If we can break 
down the barriers in our mind, physical change 
follows shortly thereafter.

Abolishing the Fed or bloated government agen-
cies is an unwieldy task that must be fought on 
a political level. The time and energy invested 
in changing the system by playing by the rules 
of the system is simply not worth the minute 
changes accomplished by such activism, but 
choosing to participate in an ethical, thriving, 
peaceful counter economy where you are the 
change you wish to see in the world is much 

more beneficial to the psyche as it requires an 
ideological shift away from monetary ideas 
that are already abhorrent to most people. So, 
instead of abolishing the Fed, let’s just ignore 
it. We don’t need the blood money it produces 
and we don’t need the false economy it props 
up since the real producers already exist. By in-
ternalizing that we can’t avoid using the dollar 
because it is the prevalent currency, we become 
defeatist and closed off to new and exciting de-
velopments in currency. Abolish the ideology of 
fiat fuel, and let’s see what follows.

Meghan Kellison has been writing poetry, 
prose, short stories, and essays for several 
years, has been published in small inde-
pendent publications (mostly poetry), and 
currently runs the blog at Roberts & Rob-
erts Brokerage (http://rrbi.co/category/
blog/). Her focus is on social issues, poli-
tics, fitness, and natural health topics. The 
best way to contact Meghan is on Face-
book: https://www.facebook.com/profile.
php?id=100001243544080 
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station. Two imposing pylon ads are on display 
at the Archives station. The headline of these 
ads reads "Jury Duty? Know your rights!" and 
"Google: Jury Nullification." Additional match-
ing postcards have been created for street out-
reach.

JuROR rights activ-
ists have started a na-
tionwide campaign 
to educate the public 
about our rights if se-
lected for jury duty.

If you are selected for 
jury duty, the normal 
instinct is to find a way 

out of it. That is completely understandable, es-
pecially if you don't understand the incredible 
opportunity of the juror to stop wrongful im-
prisonment and government tyranny. 

The purpose of this campaign is to let people 
know that every juror has the power to say "not 
guilty" if they disagree with the law. Every ju-
ror has the power to judge the facts of the case, 
the law itself, and whether or not the law is be-
ing misapplied. This is the power of jury nulli-
fication, a centuries-old tradition that goes back 
to the Magna Carta. A single juror with a con-
science can send a peaceful man home to his 
family instead of to a cage.

On October 10th, this ad campaign began in the 
nation's capitol. A large, illuminated diorama ad 
is on display at the Judiciary Square Metrorail 
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Activists Launch Nationwide Ad Campaign 
Promoting Jury Nullification

By James Babb

http://juryrightsproject.com/fall2013/
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The ad campaign has already made waves. Ac-
cording to the Washington Post, "prosecutors 
have been scrambling to ensure that the bill-
board’s message doesn’t influence their  cases.” 
An informed jury is clearly a threat to the estab-
lishment.

To support this current campaigns, please use 
the following links.

Washington, DC
http://www.gofundme.com/4le390
Los Angeles, CA 
http://www.gofundme.com/4v0bec
New York, NY 
http://www.gofundme.com/4ug8t8
 
PDF of FIJA Diorama
PDF of FIJA - Pylon
PDF of Jury Nullification Slim Jim

Listen to James Babb’s interview on the Declare 
Your Independence with Ernest Hancock Radio 
Show on October 31st, 2013 - Hour 1 and 2.

Additional campaigns are in the works for 
Boston and Phoenix. Visit JuryRightsProject.
Com/Fall2013. For more information, contact: 
James Babb, Project Facilitator (610-574-
1222, jamesbabb@mac.com)
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The majority of the funds were crowd-sourced 
using social media. In less than one week near-
ly $3,000 was raised to start the campaign. The 
generosity from our community has been amaz-
ing. Based on this success, future ad locations 
are in the works for New York, Los Angeles, 
Chicago and Philadelphia. If you would like 
to see jury nullification ads in your own town, 
email jamesbabb@mac.com. 

Many of us have been inspired by former Penn 
State professor, Dr. Julien Heicklen who has 
travelled the country to pamphlet near court-
houses, informing potential jurors of their right 
to nullify bad laws. We want to build on his his 
work.

Today's "justice system" is polluted with victim-
less crimes and numerous unjust laws. The in-
carceration rate in the u.S. is the highest in the 
world, ranking number one for both the most 
prisoners and the highest percentage of people 
in cages. Every day, people are arrested for vio-
lating drug prohibition laws, selling raw milk or 
lemonade, exercising the right of self-defense… 
Even collecting rain water or growing a garden 
on your own property can get you arrested. 

In addition to destroying the lives of peaceful 
people, this culture of incarceration has created 
an unbearable tax burden. As the "justice sys-
tem" becomes more corrupt, the role of the juror 
becomes more important than ever.
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A lot of Ameri-
cans know that 
the uS govern-
ment is out of 
control. Anyone 
who has cared 
enough to study 
the uS Constitu-
tion even a little 
knows this. Still, 
very few of these 

people are taking any significant action, and 
largely because of one error: They are waiting 
for “the good guys” to show up and fix things.

Some think that certain groups of politicians 
will pull it together and fix things, or that one 
magnificent politician will ride in to fix things. 
Others think that certain members of the mili-
tary will step in and slap the politicians back 
into line. And, I’m sure there are other varia-
tions.

There are several problems with this. I’ll start 
with the small issues:

1. It doesn’t happen. A lot of good peo-
ple have latched on to one grand possibil-
ity after another, waiting for a good guy 
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Abusive Government: 
The Good Guys Are NOT Coming To Save Us

By Paul Rosenberg

to save the day, and it just doesn’t happen. 
Thousands of hours of reading, writing and 
waiting are burned with each new “great 
light” who comes along with a promise to 
run the system in the “right” way, and give 
us liberty and truth. (Or whatever.) Lots 
of decent folks grab on to one pleasant 
dream after another, only to end up right 
back where they started… but poorer in 
time, energy and finances.
2. Hope is a scam. It’s a dream of some-
day, somehow, getting something for noth-
ing. People who hope do not act – they 
wait for other people to act. Hope is a tool 
to neuter a natural opposition: they sit and 
hope, and never act against you. Even the 
biblical meaning of hope is something 
more like expectation (or sometimes wait-
ing) than the modern use of hope.
3. Petitioning an abuser for compas-
sion. The “good guys” are considered to 
be a few people inside the abusive gov-
ernment. But if the good guys were re-
ally good, wouldn’t they have dissociated 
themselves with an abuser some time ago? 
By pleading for the good guys to rise up, 
people are asking one sub-group of the 
abusers to save them from the rest of the 

http://www.freemansperspective.com/bill-of-rights/
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abusers. However, they all work for the 
same operation; they all get paid out of the 
same offices; according to the same rule-
book. And if the good guys are so will-
ing to turn against their employers, why 
would they have waited until now?
4. Movies. We all grew up in the compa-
ny of movie heroes who rode in at the last 
minute to save the noble victims. From 
John Wayne to Star Trek to Bruce Willis, 
the story line differs little. These are pleas-
ant stories, of course, but cinema is not re-
ality, and hoping for it to become reality is 
something that we should get over prior to 
adulthood. 

But, as I say, those are the smaller issues. Let’s 
move on to the serious ones.

The Magic System

A lot of Americans believe that the American 

“Founders” created a system that automati-
cally fixes itself. They talk about the “balance 
of powers,” and think that it will always save 
them from a tyrant. The balanced powers of the 
uS Constitution, however, were trashed within 
fifteen years and doubly-trashed just a century 
ago.

In the Constitution, the states balanced the pow-
er of the national government (the one now in 
Washington, DC.) Not only did the states con-
trol half of the legislature, but they decided if 
and how they would implement the edicts of the 
national government. And that included decid-
ing whether a law was constitutional or not.

This changed in 1803 with the Marbury v. Mad-
ison ruling. This ruling – taught as a work of ge-
nius in American schools – was a fraud against 
the uS Constitution. In it, the Supreme Court 
held that they understood the Constitution bet-
ter than James Madison, the man who wrote it!

But worse than even this, they held – with abso-
lutely no basis – that it was they who would de-
cide what was constitutional or not. The states 
were tossed aside. Even the sitting President of 
the united States, Thomas Jefferson, called it “a 
very dangerous doctrine indeed, and one which 
would place us under the despotism of an oli-
garchy.”

Continues on Page #12 
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beast. The system will NOT fix itself; the mech-
anisms to do that were lost a long time ago.

The Easy Way Out

Standing up against a beast like Washington DC 
is scary, to be sure. understandably, not many 
people want to do such a thing. But if the beast 
is abusing you, what other choice do you have? 
You can certainly avoid or evade the beast, but 
we all know that the beast hurts people it catch-
es avoiding it, so the risk of doing this isn’t zero 
either.

So, what’s a person to do? They hate their abuse, 
but outright disobedience would be scary. un-
fortunately, many people have come up with a 
third option: Get someone else to do it for you.

Lots of writers have done this, for example: 
Write flamboyantly about the abuses people 
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Marbury’s Judicial review (the Supremes rul-
ing on constitutionality) merely involves one 
branch of the national government providing a 
check on the other branches of the national gov-
ernment. After Marbury, no one could check the 
national government.

Washington DC was unleashed with Marbury v. 
Madison. What made it almighty was the 17th 
Amendment of 1913, which took the powers of 
the states and transferred them to Washington, 
by mandating the popular election of senators.

With senators being elected directly by the pop-
ulace, the states were cut-out of the equation. 
In their place, political parties gained massive 
power, and nearly all power was consolidated in 
the city of Washington.

And so it is today. Washington is an unfettered 

Continued from Page #11 - Abusive Government: 
The Good Guys Are NOT Coming To Save Us
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face and stir them to “rise up against the pow-
er.” Fairly seldom does the writer take big risks 
himself – he just stirs up others to do the scary 
stuff.

Something very similar happens to basically 
moral people who don’t want to risk pain and 
suffering: they imagine good guys riding in to 
save them.

But, as I say, these are genuinely decent people, 
and they are willing to take smaller risks to help 
the good guys: They will spend time and mon-
ey promoting them, and they will even accept 
name-calling in many cases. They just don’t 
want to become full-blown rebels and outcasts.

The result of this is predictable: abuse by the 
political class. If the politicians show them a 
viable possibility every election cycle, they’ll 
keep voting their way forever… and the hero 
never really has to show up.

The Sad Truth
Let’s just say it:

No one is going to ride in and save you.

If you want things to get better, then YOU 
will have to make them better. YOU will have 
to stand up and take the arrows, yourself. 
Liberty, at this stage of human development, 
requires risk and pain.

Continued from Page #12 - Abusive Government: 
The Good Guys Are NOT Coming To Save Us

I trust that you will remember the end of Jesus’ 
famous Sermon on the Mount: That it is not those 
who call upon his name who will be saved, but 
only those who DO the things he said.

Likewise in this situation, our only hope of sal-
vation lies in DOING.
 
Paul Rosenberg is the “outside the Matrix” au-
thor of FreemansPerspective.com, a site dedi-
cated to economic freedom, personal indepen-
dence and privacy.  Visit us to claim a free report 
that offers a uniquely different perspective on 
why today’s America is the way it is.]
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Patent Attorney: Intellectual Property Is “Evil”—
And Businesspeople Should Oppose It

By Stephan Kinsella

A Q&A WITH HOUSTON ATTORNEY 
STEPHAN KINSELLA

(Stephan Kinsella, a patent attorney in Hous-
ton, Texas, is Executive Editor of Libertarian 
Papers and Director of the Center for the Study 
of Innovative Freedom (C4SIF). A registered 
patent attorney and former adjunct professor at 
South Texas College of Law, Kinsella has pub-
lished numerous articles and books on IP law, 
international law, and the application of liber-
tarian principles to legal topics and has lectured 
all over the world on these topics. He received 
an LL.M. in international business law from 
King’s College London, a JD from the Paul 
M. Hebert Law Center at LSu, and BSEE and 
MSEE degrees from LSu. Kinsella has made an 
international name for himself as a leading ex-
ponent of libertarian theory and as an outspoken 
critic of patents and intellectual property. He 

recently spoke with BAMSouth.com Publisher 
Jack Criss from his home in Houston about why 
he believes the concept of intellectual property 
is one of the most dangerous threats to freedom 
and progress in the world today.)

BAMSouth.com: First, define for us what 
Intellectual Property really means—and 
how is it primarily used by and for busi-
nesses?

Kinsella: Intellectual property is a term used by 
lawyers to refer to laws that protect the products 
of the intellect, for example copyright (which 
gives authors a right in original works such as 
novels or paintings), patent (which gives inven-
tors rights in practical inventions, like a mouse-
trap), trademark (which gives companies rights 
in names used to identify products, such as “Co-
ca-Cola”), and trade secret. Trademark is said to 
have its basis in protecting consumers from de-
ception and fraud by unscrupulous vendors who 
falsely use others’ names and reputations.

Patent and copyright became more prominent 
in Western countries about two hundred years 
ago, and emerged from older mercantilist prac-
tices where the crown would grant monopolies 
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to court favorites (patent, which is rooted in the 
Statute of Monopolies of 1624), and censorship 
of prohibited books (copyright, rooted in the 
Statute of Anne of 1710). Free market econo-
mists were suspicious of or even hostile to these 
laws, so defenders of patent and copyright start-
ed referring to them as “intellectual property” to 
appeal to the pro-property sentiments of legisla-
tors and the populace. But in truth patent and 
copyright are state-granted monopoly privileg-
es, not natural property rights, though they are 
widely called “intellectual property” now. The 
term “industrial property” is more commonly 
used in Europe.

These laws are used to varying degrees by vari-
ous individuals and companies, depending on 
their industry and interests. Software and video 
game vendors, Hollywood, the music industry, 
rely widely on copyright and related laws, to try 
to stop “piracy”, though a large number of soft-
ware producers in effect “opt out” of the copy-
right system through the use of “open” licenses, 
and an increasing number of independent musi-

cians and art-
ists are opting 
out of copy-
right protec-
tion though 
the use of 
“ c r e a t i v e 
commons” li-
censes.

P h a r m a c e u t i -
cal and high tech 
companies rely 
more heavily on 
patent law. Phar-
maceutical com-
panies claim that 
they need the pat-
ent monopoly to help make up for the costs im-
posed on them during the expensive and lengthy 
FDA drug approval process. But think about 
that: the state imposes heavy costs on pharma-
ceutical companies, then tries to partially make 
up for it by granting a monopoly to these compa-
nies. High tech companies stockpile thousands 
of patents, mainly to use as defensive weapons 
against patent lawsuits filed against them by 
their competitors. As an example, consider the 
ongoing “smartphone” wars between Apple and 
Samsung and others, which are being waged in 
dozens of countries and costing tens of millions 
of dollars or more.

The effect of this is to entrench the monopoly 
positions of the larger players, who can afford 
to acquire thousands of patents and to pay mil-
lions of dollars to lawyers in litigation costs, 
and to pay each other royalties after the inevi-
table settlements, and then pass most of this 
cost on to the consumer in the form of higher 
prices. Smaller companies cannot afford to de-
fend against such lawsuits and have no large 

Continues on Page #16 
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patent arsenals to draw on defensively, so the 
effect of this is to erect barriers to entry, leav-
ing large markets in the control of a small num-
ber of large, patent-wielding companies. This 
is a monopoly or oligopoly type situation. The 
dominant firms have less incentive to innovate, 
since they face less competition and can collect 
monopoly profits from earlier innovation since 
it has been patented.

To obtain a patent, 
the inventor has  to 
disclose the details of 
his invention; that is 
the so-called “patent 
bargain.” The public 
can learn about the 

invention, and eventually use it, after the 17-or-
so year term expires, in exchange for the inven-
tor being granted a temporary monopoly. Some 
companies, however, find it in their interest to 
keep some of their innovations and other con-
fidentially information (like client lists) secret, 
rather than publicize it by filing for a patent ap-
plication. This is what trade secret law covers.
Most companies with trade names, brand names, 
and so on rely to some extent on trademark as 
well.

BAMSouth.com: Could you state briefly 
why you are opposed to IP? It would ap-
pear that most business people are in favor 
of IP laws and a majority of law firms have 

whole staffs devoted to defending the con-
cept. What’s so wrong with it?

Kinsella: I’ve been a registered patent lawyer 
for almost 20 years. I’ve helped companies ob-
tain hundreds of patents, and have been called 
upon many times to help defend companies 
from patent threats. I’ve also been a very strong 
advocate of free markets, private enterprise, and 
private property rights, for my entire adult life. I 
view IP as similar to, say, taxes. High taxes and 
IP are both harmful to prosperity and freedom. 
But given the existence of these laws and sys-
tems, there is a need for companies to be aware 
of and deal with these laws. Given high taxes, 
there is a need for CPAs, tax software, and tax 
attorneys who defend people being threatened 
with prison for tax evasion. Likewise, given the 
existing IP system, there is a need for IP attor-
neys like me. There is a need to be aware of 
the contours of the system, to navigate it, even 
to use it. High tech companies actually do need 
to spend some money obtaining patents, if only 
for defensive purposes. If there were no patent 
law, then the need to waste funds on such acqui-
sitions and on lawsuits and distorting business 
strategies would evaporate. If taxes were lower, 
tax lawyers would have to find a new profes-
sion. If we cure cancer, oncologists might be out 
of a job, too, but I suspect a decent oncologist 
really hopes that his job is someday rendered 
unnecessary.
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In my view, patent and copyright should be 
abolished, for a number of reasons. First, most 
advocates of IP admit that they are temporary 
monopoly privileges, that these laws are de-
viations from the free market, from a private 
property system. But they argue that the harm 
done by these laws is outweighed by innova-
tion gains. That is, they argue that without IP, 
we would have less artistic creation and less in-
novation, and that with these 
laws, we have far more in-
novation and creativity, and 
that the value of this extra 
innovation is far greater 
than the costs of these laws. 
However, these claims are 
completely unfounded, and 
in fact are counter-intuitive 
and implausible. These are 
essentially empirical or utilitarian arguments, 
but the IP proponents cannot produce the evi-
dence showing that they are right. In fact most 
of the proponents are special interest lobby-
ists, such as the pharmaceutical industry, Hol-
lywood, or the music industry, who don’t really 
care whether IP is a good idea in a free market; 
they are out for their own interests. They then 
lobby–bribe–Congressmen, who enact laws that 
benefit these special interests. Then the guy on 
the street repeats, fairly mindlessly, the propa-
ganda he’s heard filtered down from the special 
interest, lobbyists, and legislators, in groundless 
pro-IP slogans.

For example, the typical person has an assump-
tion that IP is part of a free market and private 
property system, it incentivizes artists and in-
ventors, it protects the small guy innovating in 
his basement. This is contrary to reality, but the 
average person does not always have time to 
examine these common arguments and assump-
tions, and so the propagandists succeed. Again, 
we see this in the very term “intellectual proper-

ty,” a misleading label which 
serves the purposes of the IP 
lobby but which has taken 
hold.

The empirical evidence we 
do have suggests strongly 
that patent and copyright 
heavily distort the creative 
and innovative fields, and 

lower the total amount of innovation in society. 
IP imposes huge costs on society and the econ-
omy: probably hundreds of billions of dollars a 
year, or more. For example, see my blog posts 
“Legal Scholars: Thumbs Down on Patent and 
Copyright” and “The Overwhelming Empirical 
Case Against Patent and Copyright”, both avail-
able at www.c4sif.org.

But the main reason I oppose IP—especially, 
and primarily, patent and copyright—is that it 
is not only does it impose costs and slow down 
progress and impede freedom: but that it is a 
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blatant case of infringement of property rights. 
Over the years I have found different ways to 
try to explain to people why IP is not compat-
ible with a free market. One explanation I have 
given runs like this. Imagine you live in a neigh-
borhood of 100 people, where everyone owns 
his own home and the tract of land it sits on. 
The neighbors might agree to enter into a re-
strictive covenant that prohibits certain uses of 
one’s home, unless the neighbors agree to it.

For example everyone might agree to use their 
property for residential use only, and not to 
paint their house bright orange. If you want to 
use your property in such a way, you can’t do it 
unless you get the neighbors’ permission. In ef-
fect, everyone has agreed to grant to their neigh-
bors a limited, partial property right in their own 
home: a veto right. The neighbors can prevent 
you from using your property in certain ways. 
Now this practice is common and popular be-
cause it has useful benefits. That is why people 
enter into these arrangements voluntarily. And 
that is really why they make sense, why they are 
compatible with private property rights: because 
they are entered into by the homeowners vol-
untarily. In fact, such agreements are exercises 
of private property rights: the owners agree to 
transfer some of their property rights to others, 
in exchange for similar transfers, in the hopes 
that the overall value of the neighborhood will 
be improved. These property arrangements can 
be called negative easements or negative servi-

tudes. They are “negative” since your neighbors 
cannot use your property, but they can prohib-
it certain uses of your property. The owner of 
property that is subject to such an easement or 
servitude, is said to have a “burdened” estate. 
He owns the main use of the property, but it is 
subject to the veto of others, a veto right that he 
contractually agreed to.

And this brings me to my primarily objection to 
patent and copyright. These rights are types of 
negative servitudes. A copyright holder can stop 
you from printing a given pattern of words on 
your own paper with your own ink and printer. A 
patent holder can stop you from using your own 
materials to shape them into certain arrange-
ments. In effect, copyright and patent holders 
hold a “negative servitude” over others’ proper-
ty. But the owners of the burdened estates–you 
and me–never agreed to this. We didn’t contrac-
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tually grant this servitude to patent and copy-
right holders. The state simply grants it to them 
by fiat. So in effect, the state makes patentees 
and copyright holders co-owners of everyone 
else’s property, without the property owners’ 
consent. It is basically an erosion of property 
rights, a taking of property, a redistribution. It 
is a limitation on competition and learning and 
emulation.

BAMSouth.com: You have called IP 
“evil,” which is a very strong and demon-
strative description. Why “evil” and not 
simply “wrong-headed” or “misguided?”

Kinsella: The common view of IP, I would say 
is merely misguided. But when proponents of IP 
say that they are for it because it enhances inno-
vation and welfare, and yet all the studies point 
the other way, one has to assume that they are 
dishonest. They remind me of the liberal advo-
cates of failed welfare policies who continue to 
advocate these policies even after it is clear they 
cause human misery and devastation. These are 
the people rightfully skewered by Thomas Sow-
ell in his book The Vision of the Anointed: Self-
Congratulation as a Basis for Social Policy. 
 
And then we see attempts to apply, enforce, 
and expand patent and copyright, which do not 
merely retard innovation or impose some dol-
lar costs on society, but which are truly fascistic 
and scary, such as the attempt to reduce Internet 

freedom with SOPA and PIPA in the name of 
stopping copyright piracy, imprisoning people 
for years for uploading or downloading a few 
movies, extraditing foreign students and na-
tionals to face uS jail time for having websites 
with links to piracy sites, invading the homes 
of people in foreign countries (Kim Dotcom of 
Megaupload, in New Zealand) in the name of 
protecting “intellectual property.” The Internet 
is a key development and tool for the defense 
of freedom. Anything that imperils it should be 
taken very seriously.

The state has an interest in restricting digital, 
technological, and internet freedom, and uses 
various excuses to do this this: terrorism, child 
pornography, tax evasion, prostitution, drugs 
and Silk Road, digital money (bitcoin), online 
gambling, money laundering, and copyright 
“piracy.” And you have the uS government, at 
the behest of very powerful American special 
interests (big pharmaceuticals, Hollywood, the 
music industry) twisting the arms of developing 
countries to adopt Draconian uS-style patent 
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and copyright laws, in the name of “capitalism” 
and “private property rights.” Most free market 
advocates and libertarians oppose laws against 
narcotics, high taxes, and so on, but when the 
state labels its monopoly patent and copyright 
privileges “property,” it befuddles and confuses 
the opposition.

BAMSouth.com: Can you give some spe-
cific examples of how IP law has harmed 
innovation or those it was intended to 
help?

Kinsella: I have collected a large number ex-
amples at www.c4sif.org/resources. I recount 
them regularly on the blog there, but there are 
too many to keep up with. But for a few ex-
amples: copyright is said to be necessary to help 
struggling authors. Yet copyright grew out of a 
guild-censorship system in Europe, which re-
sulted in the Statute of Anne in 1710. Before 
this, the Stationer’s Company had a state-pro-
tected monopoly over which books could be 
published and circulated, using the printing 
press. Authors could not be sure their works 
would be published, without official approval. 
The Statute of Anne pretended to give authors 
the right to decide, but the publishing industry 
quickly co-opted these author-based copyrights, 
resulting in the system still prevalent today, in 
which an author is forced to sign his rights away 
to some publishing house in order to get pub-
lished. Then the publisher can refuse to reprint 

the work when sales fall, yet copyright prohibits 
others from reviving the work, for over a centu-
ry. So many works disappear, so-called “orphan 
works,” or are lost or too obscure. I discuss this 
in my post How long copyright terms make art 
disappear.

In the case of patent, we have the phenomenon 
of patent trolling, where patentees who sell no 
products basically extort money from small 
companies and individuals, who buckle under 
because they know they cannot afford a multi-
million dollar patent lawsuit. We have high-tech 
startup companies who receive patent infringe-
ment lawsuits just days before an IPO, designed 
to delay or ruin the IPO. We have the indepen-
dent seller of “Eat more Kale” teeshirts being 
bullied by Chick-Fil-A because it allegedly in-
fringes their “Eat Mor Chicken” slogan. Docu-
mentary producers are unable to get their films 
cleared because of outrageous copyright claims. 
Copyright holders use the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act procedure to get criticisms tak-
en off of Youtube since there is little penalty or 
sanction for “abuse” of this process. It exerts a 
chilling effect on freedom of expression and it 
distorts the culture. More mindless Hollywood 
sequels are made than would be the case, ab-
sent copyright; novels and films have–quite lit-
erally–been banned by judicial order, because 
of copyright, such as a sequel to Catcher in the 
Rye.
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BAMSouth.com: Ironically, you are an IP 
attorney—is that a contradiction for you 
professionally or does your training pro-
vide an advantage in criticizing it?

Kinsella: I think there is no contradiction, since, 
given the existence of IP law, specialists are 
needed to help companies navigate it. I don’t 
think there is an especial advantage in being a 
critic; most of the best critics of IP law have 
not been IP lawyers: Benjamin Tucker, Sam 
Konkin, Wendy McElroy, Tom Palmer, Roder-
ick Long, Tom Bell, Michele Boldrin & David 
Levine, David Koepsell.  IP law is complex, and 
many non-specialists conflate the types of IP, 
but it does not seem to prevent them from rec-
ognizing the essential defects of this corruption 
of private law.

Continued from Page #20 - Patent Attorney: Intellectual Property Is “Evil”—
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BAMSouth.com: When—and why—did 
you become opposed to IP law?

Kinsella: I started practicing law in 1992, and 
IP law around 1993 or 94. I had always been 
uncomfortable with  standard free market de-
fenses of IP, such as the standard utilitarian ones 
and those given by Ayn Rand. Around the time I 
started practicing IP law, I started thinking more 
and more about it, doing more research, and fi-
nally realized what I believe now: that IP is anti-
market and anti-property.

BAMSouth.com: Why do so many in-
tellectuals—and legal experts/lawyers in 
particular—continue to defend IP even af-
ter the facts you have presented?

Kinsella: Many people defend what they per-
ceive to be in their personal self-interest. I imag-
ine a large percentage of federal government em-
ployees think the state is necessary; and a large 
number of government school teachers believe 
in the legitimacy and necessity of public educa-
tion. Likewise, those in the big pharma business 
want patents, and Hollywood wants copyright 
to stop piracy. Patent lawyers make their living 
on this system, so likewise have an interest in 
promoting it.

But I think the main reason people without such 
strong interests continue to support IP is lack 

Continues on Page #22 



of legal schol-
ars do as well, 
though only 
a handful of 
them seem to 
want to go so 
far as to abolish the whole system. Among free 
market proponents such as libertarians, my im-
pression is that since the advent of the Internet 
in the mid-nineties, when copyright and patent 
enforcement started becoming more visible and 
virulent, there has been increasing skepticism of 
IP’s legitimacy. Among free culture types, the 
free software movement, Austrian libertarians, 
anarchist libertarians, and left-libertarians, there 
is a large and growing opposition to IP. For the 
sake of liberty and capitalism, I hope that more 
and more people come to see that patent and 
copyright need to be done away with.
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of principled thinking. Most people think they 
are “pragmatic” and “practical” by eschewing 
principled thinking about rights and property 
and justice, and instead favoring “what works.” 
So they think in empirical, utilitarian terms, 
and they reject principle, which they regard as 
“impractical” or “extremist.” They are used to 
the current system; they assume that the IP that 
we have had for 200 years is part of our private 
property system; they assume that it must play 
some role in causing the prosperity we’ve had. 
They confuse correlation for causation. Even if 
they recognize that the system is “broken,” they 
only advocate “reform,” never a radical rethink-
ing of the whole system. Radical change fright-
ens people.

BAMSouth.com: Do any other attorneys 
or commentators share your view today? 
Is there an anti-IP movement that is grow-
ing?

Kinsella: Free market economists seem to have 
long been skeptical of IP, and a growing number 
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I just got finished watch-
ing the older movie, Red 
Dawn, the other day and 
it struck me how out of 
touch modern Ameri-
can teenagers are to the 
protagonists in the film.  

I get it, the film is an homage to hyperbolic pa-
triotism in the fight against a foreign invasion 
as unlikely as the scenario could be even in the 
heyday of uS-uSSR global bipolar disorder.

With dozens acknowledged insurgencies world-
wide and realistically hundreds in reality (there 
are an estimated three hundred in India alone), 
these partisan scenarios played out against in-
ternecine rivalries for power within or around 
various nation-states are ubiquitous. Over-
whelmingly, war is a young man’s endeavor 
ranging from the pre-pubescent fighters in the 
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Red Dawn and the New Dawn
By Bill Buppert

Lords Resistance Army to the twenty and thirty-
somethings that made up the bulk of the fighters 
in Northern Ireland, Chechnya and Afghanistan 
among the innumerable ranks of trigger pullers 
battling for some cause world-wide.

But I have to wonder just how fit the modern 
American teenager is for this kind of fighting 
whether initiated by a foreign invasion or the 
far more likely notion of battling a brutal and 
repressive regime from DC visited against its 
own citizens resisting the increasingly totalitar-
ian notions of Potomac America where freedom 
demands a license and laws are so legion that 
one can’t walk through a day without violating 
some obscure Federal statute.

America’s youth seem to be fatally tethered to a 
need for information which has become so ad-
dictive that it is hard to pry one’s children from 
the phones and computers that shadow, if not 
dominate, their every waking minute and hour.  
One would think that a forward-looking mind 
that has access to the greatest store of knowl-
edge ever in human civilization would render 
a new golden age peopled by superior thinkers, 
new inventions and new areas of cognition that 
would propel us forward into a brightly lit fu-
ture of unlimited potential.
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Not so much.

If we were to harness the endless dithering about 
bowel movements or online gaming marathons 
and turn it into energy, we would have no need of 
any other terrestrial fuels to light up the planet.  
I remember talking to one shambling shibboleth 
of sloth who told me in five years of gaming 
World of Warcraft, he logged an entire human 
year playing.  A year!  Good Gods.

This electronic renaissance has accomplished 
just the opposite, it has ushered in the most le-
thal and effective device yet known to man to 
harness every man to a feudal state of being and 
every woman to the notion that her sin qua non 
is theincessant broadcasting of her most banal 
daily activities and constant concern for the ap-
pearance of her photographic life on the wall 
of various virtual town halls where immediate 
satisfaction and the sharing of formerly idiotic 
behavior is the hallmark of a fulfilling life.

No state or government could have engineered 
such an ingenious device to enslave minds and 
distract humans from doing anything but…dith-

ering.  Shut off the internet connection at any 
government facility with the armies of drones 
shuffling virtual paper from one inbox to anoth-
er and the exodus from the physical facilities 
are amazing to behold.

Given the nature of this transformation from 
homo sapiens to homo insipid, we see an evolu-
tion toward shiftlessness and servitude, not ad-
vancement of knowledge and the pursuit of ever 
more productive ways to serve our fellow man 
in the market.

These are not the qualities of fighters.  As much 
as the mall ninjas and violent gamers like to 
brag about skills, when the shots ring out and 
they are zombified in their haze of Condition 
White, they will be nothing more than targets 
playing the age-old game of whack-a-mole that 
has been littering battle zones with corpses for 
centuries.

As Heraclitus taught us two and a half millennia 
ago:

” Of every One-Hundred men, Ten 
shouldn’t even be there,
Eighty are nothing but targets,
Nine are real fighters…
We are lucky to have them…They make the 
battle,
Ah, but the One, One of them is a War-
rior…
and He will bring the others back.”

Continues on Page #27 
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It is not happening and it may form a fatal na-
tional amnesia that will make them putty in the 
hands of any political opportunist who can read-
ily manipulate an unreflective people whose no-
tion of virtue is learned not from Socrates and 
Seneca but Jersey Shore and JZ.

They cannot defend themselves much less fight 
for a virtuous course that will put their safety 
(or internet connection) in the hazard.  No in-
vasion is necessary because the surrender has 
already occurred.

Teach your children well.

Disconnect.

Resist.
 
Bill Buppert is the Publisher of the website Ze-
roGov.Com, which is dedicated to the total abo-
lition of slavery and the state. 
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There are southern and inland western youth 
in America who still hunt, shoot and otherwise 
pay homage to the martial arts (beyond the 
repetitious Asian arts that play at defense and 
fail in the end with the honorable exception of 
Krav Maga and Haganah).  The subculture of 
the Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) practitioners 
and their fans encourage me but an increasingly 
large slice of that following are falling into the 
silly hero-worship and geeky fandom of profes-
sional wrestling.  There certainly is a tactical 
sub-culture in the uS but the majority are kit-
geeks who collect more than perfect and manu-
facturers are making a sizable profit in sales for 
the largest waist size in “operator” pants outside 
of Mexico [I know from personal experience the 
tactical obesity of Mexican constabulary and 
armed forces].

Look around, not only are Americans obese and 
out of shape; they take pride in their lack of self-
sufficiency and American teenagers are rarely 
unconnected unless forced to do so.

Their primary predilection in their waking hours 
is the addictive updating of the most unremark-
able features of what passes for their existence.  
They read but they don’t read books nor do they 
take the time to do what is the most basic first 
step in cognition and reflection, stand still, con-
centrate and think.  War-game solution sets, ex-
trapolate outcomes and puzzle out second and 
third order effects.

Continued from Page #26 - Red Dawn and the New Dawn
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THE Age of Author-
ity, now drawing to a 
close after ten thousand 
blood-stained years, has 
also largely been an age 
of witlessness and fraud. 
Stripping history of all 

of its excuses and rationalizations, it is surpass-
ingly difficult to find a single ruler or leader who 
was capable of finding his own fundament with 
both hands and a six-cell Maglite.

Examples would (and do) fill encyclopedias, 
but one sample will suffice: the way that wise, 
bewhiskered, august politicians in their distin-
guished frock coats and top hats insisted on 
sending their sons and grandsons off to savage-
ly murder one another from 1914 to 1918—for 
no good reason anyone, from Barbara Tuchman 
to Bob Dylan has ever been able to discover—
and thereby set the tone for the next hundred 
years, an unbroken century of total war and 
mass slaughter, through their stupid, hypocriti-
cal treatment of Germany following that initial 
conflict.

The victorious allies of World War I gave birth 
to Adolf Hitler.

We are all in a boat—the "same boat" you of-
ten hear of—swept along by a mighty River 
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The River of No Return
By L. Neil Smith

of Time, our course set by idiots, maniacs, and 
looters. By "we", I mean the hapless, hopeless, 
helpless members of the species Homo sapiens, 
once the proud pinnacle of four and a half bil-
lion years of evolution, whose supremacy end-
ed on the day that Authority was invented—and 
assumed a higher position on the food chain.

With the exception of an occasional great white 
shark, crocodile, lion, or leopard, the only natu-
ral enemy and predator of humankind is gov-
ernment.

The boat I'm talking about is not the "Ship of 
State" we all heard about in grade school. Cap-
tain Nemo knew exactly how to deal with that, 
and he was my first boyhood hero (there haven't 
been that many since).

There was a time when our boat cruised eas-
ily and freely up and down the River, crossing 
from one bank to the other without the slightest 
difficulty. That was because our boat—the boat 
of American civilization—had a rudder and an 
engine. The boat that we all find ourselves in 
now, this sad, leaky, broken-down derelict, has 
neither.

There was a time when our rudder consisted 
of our principles—as manifested in the Bill of 
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Rights—which let us turn in any direction ex-
cept against the legitimate interests of the peo-
ple comprising that civilization. This was a set 
of ideas that almost everyone could agree on, 
without reference to their religious beliefs or 
any other such consideration.

But the Bill of Rights—that masterpiece of sec-
ular philosophy which guaranteed to the people 
the right to own and operate their own lives—
had enemies, dark entities who wanted control 
over the people's lives for themselves. Those en-
tities have spent nearly two and a half centuries 
whittling the Bill of Rights—our rudder—down 
to nothing. We the people have lost control over 
where the boat goes.

But, then, so have our enemies.

Some insist that our founding principle, Ameri-
can civilization's lost rudder, consisted of a sin-

gle religion, something any student of Thomas 
Paine, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, or 
Chaim Salomon knows is untrue. The founding 
principle of a free society must be something 
that everybody agrees with and takes for grant-
ed. While I respect the right of others to believe 
whatever they desire, I will not exchange my 
powers of reason for the willful irrationality of 
faith.

For all that conservatives attempt to anchor 
themselves in a two thousand year old belief 
system, they have no observable defining prin-
ciple. They drift, ideologically, and usually wind 
up defending the very things their fathers and 
grandfathers fought passionately against.

Two words: "Social Security"

But a rudder is useless unless the boat it's at-
tached to has sails or an engine, some means of 
propulsion. For American civilization, the boat 
we're all in together, the means of propulsion 
consisted of the incentives offered by unlimited 
individual liberty. A boy who sold refreshments 
to passengers on railroad trains could grow up 
to invent the lightbulb, the phonograph, and 
1198 other things. A humble teacher of the deaf 
could invent the telephone. And they could get 
rich doing it.

With the exception of cybernetics, this is now 
almost impossible. Even if you make a fortune, 

Continues on Page #30 
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it can be taken from you in a heartbeat. The 
great engine of America is stopped, and the boat 
drifts, unpowered and rudderless down the dark, 
murky, frighteningly powerful River of Time.

Hundreds of idiots, charlatans, and lunatics all 
claim to have the helm, but they lie. The boat 
keeps turning end-for-end, drifting, filling with 
water no one bothers to bail out, heading down 
the river to rapids that can capsize it, or a great 
falls that will smash it to splinters.

Killing everyone aboard.

So much for life.

So much for liberty.

So much for property.

And so much for the pursuit of happiness, which, 
in the absence of anything resembling real free-
dom, has degenerated into nothing more than 
watching oversized men being paid outrageous 
amounts of money to play children's games on 
television, rioting in the streets and beating up 
innocent passers-by, or reeling from one drug-
saturated, alcohol-soaked sensation to the next, 
usually in a fast, expensive car.

Meanwhile, in the background you can hear the 
roar of the falls.

Who put us here? Not just Woodrow Wilson, 

Herbert Hoover, Franklin Roosevelt, Lyndon 
Johnson, and Bill Clinton, but vile creatures like 
Prescott Bush, whose union Banking Corpora-
tion, accused of holding gold and laundering 
money for the Nazis, was seized in 1942 under 
the Trading with the Enemy Act. Now his nasty 
sons and grandsons want to establish an entire 
dynasty of Bushian clumsiness, irrationality, 
and cupidity.

Men like George Soros, who collaborated with 
the Nazis as a teenager and now makes obscene 
amounts of money by destroying whole nations.

Men like the Duke of New York ("He's A Num-
ber One!"), Michael Bloomberg who, in what-
ever sickness of the soul he suffers, would make 
all of the "little people" under his thumb do 
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whatever he decides is good for them, even if he 
has to have them killed in the process—which is 
why he is afraid to let them own guns. A Puritan 
in the Menckenesqe sense that he almost cer-
tainly wakes up, trembling and sweating in the 
night in the secret fear that somewhere, some-
one is happy, Bloomberg clearly wishes to take 
away anything and everything that gives people 
pleasure. The proper word for such a creature is 
"Notsie".

Don't forget women like Hillary Clinton, Nancy 
Pelosi, and Dianne Feinstein.

And it is tragically ironic that the once-be-
loved symbol for a new 
hope—which quickly 
turned into a resurgence 
of the old disease of Na-
zism—should be black, 
reportedly gay, and with 
a Semitic background.

And what about the soft, shrinking, fearful, 
cowardly, gutless, craven, dastardly, timorous, 
weak-kneed, yellow-bellied, lily-livered, pi-
geon-hearted, jelly-spined, base, pusillanimous 
Republicans who will do anything, abrogate any 
principle, betray any constituency, for a glass of 
white wine at the right cocktail party, and a slice 
of runny cheese?

Including Rand Paul, who has endorsed Mitch 
McConnell.

The question sort of answers itself, doesn't it?

Who keeps us here, drifting toward the chasm?

Before I answer that question, allow me to let 
you in on a little secret: some Americans (be-
ginning with Thomas Jefferson, in whose writ-
ings you will find this Great Idea) have discov-
ered a formulation that can sum up the Bill of 
Rights in a single sentence, a principle well 
suited (never abandoning the Bill of Rights) to 
become America's new rudder, without offend-
ing anyone—except for self-announced villains.

The Great Idea is the Zero Aggression Prin-
ciple, which holds 
that nobody—and 
this most especially 
includes govern-
ment—has a right 
to initiate physical 
force against anoth-

er human being under any circumstances; nor 
will an adherent to the "ZAP" (as it's abbrevi-
ated) advocate or delegate such an initiation of 
physical force for any reason.

Or, in the words of Will Smith's fighter pilot 
character in Independence Day, as he makes 
"first contact" with an aggressive alien species, 
"Like my mama says, don't start nothin', won't 
be nothin'!"

Continued from Page #30 - The River of No Return
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very definition of libertarianism, and the basis 
for American civilization?

Why do they do it? My guess: because they 
reckon they just might want to injure, kill, or 
steal from me someday, so they keep this "right" 
they imagine they have—to initiate force—in 
their hip pocket.

Sort of handy—like I keep my .45.

Because of them, nothing is safe, not life, not 
liberty, and especially not property. And so the 
giant engine of American peace, progress, and 
prosperity grinds to a halt as the deadly falls 
draw nearer.

Only the Zero Aggression Principle, and the 
freedom it generates, can save us from the same 
oblivion that swallowed the Sumerians, the 
Babylonians, the Egyptians, the ancient Greeks, 
the Romans, and the British.

We have a way to stop all that from happening.
Do we have the will?
 
L. Neil Smith is the award-winning author of 33 
freedom-oriented books, including The Probability 
Broach and  DOWN WITH POWER: Libertarian 
Policy In A Time Of Crisis. Reprinted from L. Neil 
Smith’s The Libertarian Enterprise 
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None of this has anything to do with pacifism. 
Libertarians are among the strongest advocates 
of private weapons ownership on the planet, 
and have largely driven the current trend toward 
armed self-defense.

The ZAP is practically all there is to political 
libertarianism. (The central tenet of ethical lib-
ertarianism is that each of us is the owner and 
sole proprietor of his own life and all the prod-
ucts of that life.) These ideas are the only things 
that make libertarians any different from con-
servatives, or liberals, or even communists and 
Nazis.

As a tacit philosophical foundation, these ideas 
are also what has made America different from 
and better than, any other civilization in history.

So who keeps us here, irrevocably drifting to-
ward disaster? How about the lunatics, halfwits, 
and outright monsters who reject the ZAP, the 
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Plavix, the Cardiac Perfect Storm
By Fran Van Cleave

The popular drug Plavix is an anti-clotting agent 
frequently used in treating acute coronary syn-
drome (ACS), a medical term for any group of 
symptoms caused by obstruction of the arteries 
of the heart, such as a heart attack. The drug is 
also used on a long-term basis after the place-
ment of mesh tubes called stents – most often 

in the heart – in order to prevent the build-up of 
plaque that, like silt in plumbing, would restrict 
the flow of blood. Plavix is also used to treat  
the most common of the two types of stroke, in 
which blood clots or blobs of fatty plaque are 
flipped off the wall of an artery into the brain.

In March 2010, the FDA placed a “black box” 
warning – its most serious warning – on Plavix 
to make healthcare providers aware that up to 
14% of patients are at high risk of treatment 
failure because they are poor metabolizers of 

this drug. You see, 
Plavix is no more ac-
tive than a sugar pill 
when swallowed, and 
becomes active only 
when a liver enzyme 
converts it.

New concerns have now been raised, because 
not only did the FDA grossly underestimate 
how many people have the genetic variant with 
the inactive form of the converter enzyme, it 
seems both the regulatory agency and the drug 
company, Bristol-Myers Squibb, ignored anoth-
er common problem: an interaction with any of 
the proton-pump inhibitor class of drugs in pa-
tients taking Plavix.
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How big a problem is this? Sales of proton-
pump inhibitors in the u.S. hit $14 billion in 
2012. Over the past 11 years, sales of brand and 
generic Plavix have reached $73 billion. Even 
for expensive medications, that’s an awful lot 
of prescriptions. But then, there’s a big patient 
population to draw on. According to the CDC, 
every year about 715,000 Americans have a 
heart attack. Over 800,000 of us die every year 
from heart disease and strokes. That’s nearly 
one-third of deaths in this country.
 
As it turns out, this inability to metabolize 
Plavix is a very common genetic variant, occur-
ring in 30% of individuals of European ancestry, 
40% of African ancestry, and more than 50% 
of Asian ancestry. According to The Lancet, the 
most prestigious medical journal in the world, 
patients with one of these variants are 1.5 to 3.5 
times more likely to die or have complications 
than patients with the high-functioning gene. 
Study results published in the March 4, 2009 
issue of the Journal of the American Medical 
Association show that patients who took Plavix 
and a PPI together were more likely those who 

took Plavix alone to either die or be rehospi-
talized for a heart problem. Or to need another 
surgery to reopen a coronary artery.

There is an alternative: a drug called Brilinta, like 
Plavix but already in the active form. Trouble is, 
it causes more bleeding than Plavix, which has 
killed quite a few people with brain hemorrhag-
es, so it’s riskier than the standard treatment for 
ordinary patients. But for non-metabolizers, that 
risk pales by comparison to being treated with a 
drug that does nothing. Complicating the issue 
is the fact that Brilinta is too new to be avail-
able as a generic. Hospitals are cutting costs 
wherever they can, which frequently means cut-
ting drug inventory to the least expensive and 
most frequently used drug in any category. That 
means the vast majority of hospitals only carry 
generic Plavix. Given the economy, hardly any-
thing could be more predictable.

Since the FDA put out its black box warning 
on Plavix, research has shown that nearly three 
times as many patients as they had estimated 
can’t metabolize the drug, and that the risk these 
patients face is much worse than they thought. 
Yet patients are still routinely treated with Plavix 
without screening to determine whether or not 
they will respond to it, and when they don’t re-
spond, it is often too late for another treatment 
to save them (some ER doctors have tried dou-
bling the dose in case of uncertainty, which has 
not worked). 
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But there’s good news for potential victims of 
the Plavix standard. Screening for ability to me-
tabolize the drug is now readily available, rela-
tively quick, and cheap. Soon, perhaps, hospital 
labs may be able to run the test before a treat-
ment decision must be finalized. For now, indi-
viduals can take matters into their own hands 
by taking advantage of remarkably inexpensive 
and informative genetic screening on their own, 
in advance of any emergency. At 23andme.com, 
for example, for $99 you can spit in a tube, send 
it in, and in a few weeks know your genetical-
ly predictable level of response to a number of 
common drugs, as well as how susceptible you 
should be to side effects. You also learn (if you 
wish) your relative odds of developing such 
life-shattering diseases such as diabetes, Par-
kinson’s Disease, and Alzheimer’s, among oth-

ers – and with that information, adopt lifestyle 
changes that can tilt the odds in your favor. For 
the purposes of this article, patients can at last 
be prepared when they find themselves in the 
ER to tell their doctors that Plavix won’t work 
for them and they must be given Brilinta instead. 
That ability could save many, many lives.

Today’s inexpensive genetic screening will mean 
the end of one-size-fits-all medicine. Pressure 
will be on hospitals to provide genetic screening 
before committing patients to a particular regi-
men (which will require major changes to medi-
cal records-keeping due to the size of the files, 
so don’t expect it to happen overnight). But it’s 
clear the FDA dropped the ball on this one three 
years ago. The agency fines drug companies bil-
lions of dollars for poor judgment and bad sci-
ence. By rights, it should be held accountable 
for creating this disaster for so many of Amer-
ica’s families … but at the very least it should 
be expected to require due diligence on the part 
of medical providers in avoiding what are now 
scientifically predictable tragedies.

Scary to look at your own genetics? Yes. Too 
much information? No. It’s a lot easier to watch 
a video on your genetic results and talk to your 
doctor about it than wait for the FDA to get off 
the dime. 
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Kin’s Domain - 
Countryside Development Programme

By Donna Hancock

ECO-VILLAGES are springing up all around 
the world as a response to the modern lifestyle. 
They offer a practical solution to many prob-
lems of our time. Humanity is facing the peak of 
resource growth, while our lives lack meaning-
ful content. Scientist are discovering we need 
to go towards sustainability in order to survive 
as a species. uN has published a report;Global 
Environment Outlook 2000. It is based on the 
accounts of the uN agencies. 850 individuals 
and more than 30 environmental institutes came 
to the conclusion that the present direction of 
development is unsustainable and delaying with 
measures is intolerable.

Eco-villages support a lifestyle that can easily 
be maintained in future. Life in eco-villages is 
organized in such a way that it allows success-
ful and long- term self-sustainability for many 
generations. It also minimizes the environmen-
tal footprint of the individual. They are models 
of sustainability and a practical example of tak-
ing immediate measures. They are effectively 
opposing the degradation of social, ecological, 
and spiritual milieus. The increasing desire of 
many individuals and groups to live sustainably 
is a clear sign that people need to be given the 
possibility of living in eco-villages.

Forming such villages should be undertaken in 
the spirit of research, and in support of the de-
velopment of families that wish to secure the 
quality of life on Earth for generations to come, 
by living close to nature. All eco-villages and 
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 This is the Orchard Kins Domain that we are 
accepting settlers for...Projecting into the future 
for your Kins Domain (Video):

Settlers

We are open for settlers to come and stay at our 
organic orchard Kins Domain. The Eco Harmo-
ny Kins Domains have positions available for 
8 people to come stay and learn about organic 
gardening, canning and how to create your own 
Kins Domain. We have a variety of fruit and nut 
trees that are all grown organically. We also grow 
vegetables and raise chickens for their eggs.

If selected you will be invited to come stay for 
28 days. There are no internships longer than 28 
days at the current time. To be considered please 
answer the questions below. You will receive an 
email after your application has been reviewed.
 
If you are interested in living at Kin's Domain, 
Click Here 
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its inhabitants bring many benefits to the area. 
They fill the vacuum in the abandoned villag-
es, they manage the cultural landscapes, they 
improve demographic situations in the region, 
they add new contents/offers (tourism, agricul-
ture, crafts, services etc.). The residents of eco-
villages are environmentally aware, educated 
and creative people.
Kin’s domain settlements are a new step in 
eco-village development. They share some ele-
ments with general eco-villages: eco-building, 
recycling and reduction of waste materials, or-
ganic food production, use of renewable energy 
sources, alternative social and economic mod-
els and artistic expressions, etc. Kin’s domain 
settlement is a type of eco-village that ensures 
upbringing of future generations of families in 
safe, healthy social and natural environment. 
They preserve natural heritage, taking into ac-
count cultural tradition and the knowledge of 
our ancestors for many ages.
 
Each family in the Kin’s Domain settlement has 
1 to 1.5 hectares of land that encompasses hous-
ing, areas for the production of diverse food, do-
mestic crafts, and spiritual fulfillment. On this 
small area self- sufficiency of the family is en-
sured. On the domain the family produces food 
and also a variety of products and raw materi-
als (fuel, wood, fibers, natural fertilizers), herbs 
and handicrafts. Being in touch with the Earth 
and establishing a circulation of goods, energy 
and information between families in the settle-
ment creates favorable conditions for the physi-
cal and mental well-being of the residents.
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EBT and Subservience, or True Freedom: 
Which Do You Want?
By Jesse Mathewson

November 2013

EVERY single hu-
man on the planet has 
the capability to pro-
vide food for them-
selves. There are 
available options re-
gardless of where you 

live. urbanites in small spaces can easily grow 
veggies in planters; instead of flowers and pure-
ly decorative plants, simply grow veggies. Over 
the past few months, the debate has raged in the 
statist world regarding food stamps. As some-
one who loves to eat, I find that it is important 
that I am able to feed myself and, of course, my 
children. However, long ago I learned that my 
ability to eat should never be tied to someone 
else's proviso of monetary assistance.

Over the past few years, I have come to the un-
derstanding that whatever the government does, 
it always attaches detrimental obligations. I 
firmly believe that we do not need food stamps. 
However, because so many humans have been 
taught to look to the brotherly embrace of the 
government for subsistence and a false sense 
of protection, we as a race have become lazy. I 
am disabled according to a multitude of doctors 
and the state. However, even being physically 
incapable of trekking even a mile with a back-

pack, I am able to tend to a garden or animals as 
needed.

And so I pose this question to those reading; do 
we need a program that takes the money others 
have earned and redistributes it, with massive 
losses, to those who need food? Instead of the 
government's approach to gardening, which has 
recently been to send in police to arrest people 
and SWAT teams to destroy gardens, why not 
teach people how to grow their own food? Show 
urban dwellers how just a few feet of planters 
will help offset the needed food for a small fam-
ily unit. Those who have yard space can replace 
the plants with no purpose outside of beautifica-
tion with plants that provide beauty and food. 
Instead of wasting millions of gallons of pre-
cious water in cities like Tucson and Phoenix, 
Arizona on useless grass lawns and manicured 
shrubs, grow a garden that will provide suste-
nance throughout the year.

Learn to can your 
own veggies, or 
freeze them or 
dehydrate them 
for long term 
storage. Eat fresh 

Continues on Page #39 
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police brutality and control exerted by weapons 
and mindless drones, people will begin to think 
outside of the immediate now.

Free the mind and the body will follow 

Jesse Mathewson is the author of the popular 
blog, jessetalksback.com and provides com-
mentary to many varied places based on a 
background that includes education in criminal 
justice, history, religion and even insurgency 
tactics and tactical training. He is also co-host 
of the Outright Arizona Podcast.  His current 
role in his community is as an organizer of sorts 
and a preacher of community solidarity. As a 
voluntaryist and atheist his life is seen as crazy 
and wild by many, though once they get to know 
him most realize he is a bluntly honest individ-
ual who will give you the shirt off his back if he 
believes it is necessary to help you.    
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vegetables with your daily meals and raise chick-
ens for that miracle food, the egg. Buy a goat or 
two, or engage in share cropping or neighbor-
hood gardening, and learn to get along with the 
neighbors (ones that, previously, you looked at 
through the curtain slits covering your windows 
and separating you from them). Bring back the 
sense of community so many are lacking in the 
modern world. Take over your current housing 
associations and stop allowing the useless waste 
of space by denying individuals the natural right 
to their own property. The best part of this is 
that it can be accomplished with no bloodshed; 
peacefully, we can change the world into a place 
where our children, and theirs, can live free.

So what would be the best thing that could hap-
pen to this country? The cessation of the EBT 
(Electronic Benefit Transfer) system in its en-
tirety. No more food-stamps available to anyone 
any longer. So in November, when the system 
is reduced to millions, maybe some will wake 
up and realize they do not really need this any-
more. Maybe after the riots and the inevitable 

http://jessetalksback.com/
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/outrightaz
http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/Magazine/143957-2013-10-24-ebt-and-subservience-or-true-freedom-which-do-you-want.htm


Over the course of the following ten-or-so min-
utes, Brand and Paxo volleyed back and forth 
over subjects ranging from political apathy, to 
corporate greed, to gorgeous beards.

Throughout the interview, Brand repeatedly 
dodged Paxman's efforts to trivialize his mes-
sage — at one point Paxman literally called 
Brand a "very trivial man" — until finally, even 
the entrenched newsman appeared to relent 
against the rushing tide of Brand's valid argu-
ments.

Open liberty responses by...
Stephan Molyneux - http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ltiviifnA_E
Peter Schiff - http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=piNPgjZPNjY
Alex Jones - http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ix0iN458LR8

"If we can engage that 
feeling and change 
things, why wouldn't 
we?" Brand crescen-

doed. "Why is that naive? Why is that not my 
right because I'm an 'actor'? I've taken the right. 
I don't need the right from you. I don't need the 
right from anybody. I'm taking it."
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Russell Brand May Have Started a Revolution
By Donna Hancock

THE revolution itself may 
not be televised, but on 
last night's edition of the 
BBC's Newsnight, view-
ers may have witnessed 
the start of one.

Actor-slash-comedian-slash-Messiah Russell 
Brand, in his capacity as guest editor of the New 
Statesman's just-published revolution-themed 
issue, was invited to explain to Jeremy Paxman 
why anyone should listen to a man who has 
never voted in his life.

"I don't get my authority from this preexisting 
paradigm which is quite narrow and only serves 
a few people," Russell responded. "I look else-
where for alternatives that might be of service 
to humanity."
And with that, the first shots of Russell's revolu-
tionary interview were fired.

NEWSNIGHT: Paxman vs Brand - full interview: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltiviifnA_E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltiviifnA_E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piNPgjZPNjY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piNPgjZPNjY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix0iN458LR8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ix0iN458LR8
http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/Magazine/144026-2013-10-25-russell-brand-may-have-started-a-revolution.htm
http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/Magazine/144026-2013-10-25-russell-brand-may-have-started-a-revolution.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YR4CseY9pk


I am often asked, 
“How do you do it, 
Stephanie?” That is, 
how do I pack a car-
ry-on bag and one 
personal item for 8 
months of traveling? 
I have been traveling 
about 300 days a year 
for the last 5 years, 
and when I say I am 
an expert traveler, 

you can trust that. I pack for all seasons and all 
occasions and rarely do I pick up items along 
the way. Today, I am going to share with you 
my tips to packing the perfect suitcase and be-
ing an expert traveler.

First of all, most of us over pack when going on 
vacation. How many trips have you gone on and 
never touched half of the clothes you just had to 
pack? Come on, be honest with yourself. Pack-
ing in a carry-on bag has many benefits.

1. It saves time. If checking a bag, you 
need to arrive to the airport an hour early.
2. We can use the self-check kiosk instead 
of waiting in line.
3. We know our bags will actually make it 
to our final destination.
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TRAVEL LIKE A PRO
By Stephanie Weeks

4. We fly through customs instead of hav-
ing to wait with everyone else at baggage 
claim for our bags.
5. I always have everything with me right 
then and there.
6. It’s usually free. (most airlines are now 
charging for checked luggage)
7. It’s easier to travel on buses, trains, and 
ferries the less stuff you have to carry.

When packing my bag, the first thing I do is pick 
the shoes I am going to take with me. Stick to 
one color scheme; so if you bring black shoes, 
go with clothes that match that color pallet. I 
pack a pair of tennis shoes, flats, black heels 
and sandals. My husband, Joby, wears a pair of 
sneakers and packs a pair of black leather dress 
shoes and sandals. I place my tennis shoes in a 
plastic bag so they do not stink up or dirty my 
clothes.

I pick out a few versatile tank tops, t-shirts and 
long sleeve shirts to add to my bag. Many of 
these items can be mixed and matched to create 
new looks. I pack a pair of dress pants, jeans, 
shorts and a cocktail dress. I always bring a set 
of workout clothes, pajamas and slew of acces-
sories to mix up my outfits. A scarf is an easy 
way to change up an outfit and doesn’t take up 

http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/Magazine/144164-2013-10-28-travel-like-a-pro.htm
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a lot of room.

Part of being an expert traveler is knowing how 
to pack to get the most space out of your bag. I 
can fit so much into my little carry-on. Put items 
you may not need right away on the bottom and 
items you need first on top. Cottons that do not 
wrinkle easily on bottom are typically best and 
the items that might wrinkle on top. Keep socks, 
underwear, and bras safe in the inside zipper 
pocket.

I keep my cosmetics, lotions, and gels (remem-
ber to keep these items to 3 ounces or less, oth-
erwise the TSA will confiscate them in the name 
of safety) in a Ziploc bag in my personal carry-
on. Also, keeping these items assessable makes 
going through security much easier as you do 
not have to search through your bigger carry-on 
bag for it. I also pack my computer, iPad, char-
gers, passport and light jacket (sometimes the 
plane is downright chilly) in this bag. For a full 
list of what I currently have packed, see below:

I wear the bulkiest items on the plane; for ex-
ample, heels can take up a lot of space so I wear 
something nice with my heels onto the plane and 
keep my sandals in my carry-on in case I need 
to change into them. Plus you never know who 
you are going to sit next to or run into at the air-
port, so always look your best while maintain-
ing an air of comfort.

Now that you know how to pack like an expert, 
try only packing a carry-on when you go on 
your next trip.

Stephanie Weeks is a 
wellness consultant and 
social entrepreneur. She 
has traveled the globe ex-
tensively and is a sought 
out speaker. Stephanie’s 
focus is on teaching sim-
ple lifestyle changes that 
create health and wealth 

in our lives. Stephanie is the founder of Our 
Wellness Revolution (OurWellnessRevolution.
Com) and has authored a cookbook titled Skin-
ny Girls Don’t Diet – Living Well Is A Lifestyle. 

http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/Magazine/144164-2013-10-28-travel-like-a-pro.htm
http://ourwellnessrevolution.com/
http://ourwellnessrevolution.com/
http://ourwellnessrevolution.com/skinny-girls-dont-diet/
http://ourwellnessrevolution.com/skinny-girls-dont-diet/
http://ourwellnessrevolution.com/
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Publisher's and Editor's Backpage - 
Harvest Festival in the Desert

By Ernest and Donna Hancock

IN early October my friend Bob Anderson and 
I visited “Tonopah Rob’s” small 9 acre farm. 
Rob’s farm is a few miles south of Interstate 10 
on the way to Los Angeles about 60 miles west 
of Phoenix, and within site of the Palo Verde 
Nuclear Power Plant where my friend, Bob An-
derson, works as a refueling supervisor.

Bob also lives in Tonopah and has regularly vis-
ited Rob’s farm with his family several times 
over the years.

Over the summer of 2013 at various events and 
via interviews and networking, Tonopah Rob’s 
farm was regularly mentioned and I became cu-
rious as to how much food could be grown in 
the desert on a small farm.

Arizona is much more fertile than is commonly 

known and when water is added to the abundant 
sunshine you get growth… lots of it. Arizona’s 
State Seal depicts Mining, Farming and Ranch-
ing for good reason http://www.worldatlas.com/
webimage/flags/usa/azseal.jpg.  

http://cals.arizona.edu/aes/mac/ag-ventures/
AZ_AG_facts.htm

Arizona has a $6.3 billion agricultural industry.
Arizona has 7,500 farms and ranches across 
the state.Beef is Arizona's leading agricultural 
product.Arizona produces enough beef annual-
ly to feed over 4.6 million Americans. Arizona 
grows enough cotton each year to make more 
than one pair of jeans for every man, woman 
and child in the u.S.Yuma, Arizona is the win-
ter lettuce capitol of the world.Arizona ranks 
second in the u.S. in head lettuce, leaf lettuce, 
romaine lettuce, cauliflower and broccoli pro-
duction.Nationally, Arizona ranks second in the 
production of lemons, third in tangerine pro-
duction, and 4th in the production of oranges 
and grapefruit.Arizona apple growers produce 
94.5 million pounds of apples each year.There 
are 140,000 dairy cows in Arizona with a yearly 
milk production average of 21,705 pounds per 
cow.
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What interested us about “Tonopah Rob”, Rob 
Lazzarotto, was that he farmed “Naturally”. We 
like to call it ‘Virgin Farming’ (how can you 
screw with food and still call it ‘Virgin’?), the 
term “Organic” now means whatever various 
levels of government says it means. The rede-
fining of  ‘organic’ by the government and cor-
porate food production so angered Rob that he 
changed all of his promotion material and made 
it clear that he farmed using a much higher stan-
dard. He almost doubled the size of his small 
farm with the investments made by his custom-
ers in future production and now he supplies 
food for thousands of families.

http://tonopahrob.com/about/

“Originally, the intent was to farm using pure-
ly organic methods. Unfortunately, though, as 
large corporations and the federal government 
became involved with organic certification, 
small farmers such as me were being priced out 
of getting the “certified organic” label. A small 
farm must now pay between $400 and $1,400 
per crop for certification, annual fees, plus the 
cost of the inspection which includes travel ex-
penses for the inspector.

Growing everything myself, the produce sold at 
my farm stand is chemical-free and better than 
organic. I use NO pesticides of any kind, NO in-
secticides, ZERO antibiotics, NO chemical fer-
tilizers, and absolutely NO genetically modified 

organisms. Certain sprays and soaps are al-
lowed in organic farming, but at Tonopah Rob’s 
Vegetable Farm I practice an all-natural meth-
od using beneficial bug warfare, green compost, 
natural fertilizers, and companion planting as 
my strategy and line of defense.

I employ thousands, possibly millions of benefi-
cial insects on my farm. Over two-million lady 
bugs have been released here, as well as thou-
sands of praying mantis, over twenty-thousand 
green lace wings, and countless wasps. Bees, 
spiders of all kinds, and even scorpions make 
up part of the troops. Other reinforcements such 
as lizards and whiptails, frogs, toads, snakes 
and iguanas patrol day and night, gobbling up 
bad bug intruders. Hawks and roadrunners help 
keep sparrows, quail and larger insects away 
from my lush mustard and turnip greens.”

Donna called Rob and scheduled an interview 
for the radio show. Bob Anderson was in stu-
dio as well and we asked if Rob would provide 
us a tour http://www.freedomsphoenix.com/
Media/142403-2013-09-26-09-27-13-pepe-esc-
ober-rob-lazzarotto-aka-tonopah-rob.htm. Rob 
agreed but made it clear that this was a very 
busy time for him so we’d need to come early 
and be on time (farmer’s hours).

Bob and I spent at least 3 hours with Rob, and 
Rob agreed that he would host a gathering of 
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FreedomsPhoenix readers and Radio Show lis-
teners from 10am-2pm October 26th 2013 and 
try to get in two tours of his entire farm. The 
following weekend (Saturday November 2nd) 
was the grand opening of his retailing from the 
farm for the 2013/2014 season that would go 
well into June (he vacations in late July… TOO 
HOT!)

This is a very busy time for Rob but we prom-
ised to be prompt and that the attendees would 
be attentive, eager and would follow his instruc-
tions.

It was a very pleasant event, and the children 
were very well behaved and engaged. Donna 
scolded me for being so serious and focused on 
keeping the group tight and making sure every-
one could hear etc. “I thought all of this effort 
was about the children Ernie”… Ouch!

All of the kids were great, and their parents were 
very mindful of them being well behaved. But 
they were just having fun and enjoying a beauti-
ful day on the farm and didn’t need any direc-
tion other than warnings to not face off with an 
adult male turkey, don’t anger the bees, and to 
hold their questions until Rob was finished talk-
ing at each of the stations. The children were 
very excited and that added to the fun.

Rob was obviously enjoying himself, too. But 
we had another group of people that desired a 

tour and I took a few, and when Rob finished 
he took another group after the first group left. 
My only regret was that I didn’t get to talk to 
any of the new faces and didn’t get to make new 
friends or to let them know how welcome they 
were and how appreciative I was that they came 
and brought their children. We listeners and 
readers traveled from as far as Las Vegas and 
Los Angeles to visit the farm with us.

We also printed up nice brochures from Farm-
Match.com for all that attended and left a stack 
for Rob to distribute at his retail stand when he 
opens.

The following photos are from both visits that 
I made. That’s why Rob has a Blue and a Red 
shirt in the photos.
 
The entrance to the farm hides a lot of what 
goes on behind the farm house and this is 
what most visitors see:
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Rob lives in this comfortable home on the 
farm. There are 3-5 full time employees but 
Rob says he needs 3 times that many at least 
during the growing season. He is always look-
ing for good employees but he drug tests and 
will not allow smokers to touch the plants 
(Tobacco Mosaic Virus destroys many types 
of vegetables… he showed us where this in-
fection started from someone that wasn’t 
honest about their smoking and it is devas-
tating to a class of plants called ‘Nightshades’ 
– Potatoes, Tomatoes, Peppers, Eggplants… 
it’s a long list):

Near the house is where the turkeys hang 
out. Our turkeys are about 2/3rds this size 
and are 3 months old. These are full grown 
females:

And here are the males:

 
Rob treats most of the turkeys as pets and has 
names for them. Our turkeys are destined for 
Thanksgiving Dinner but I do like their tem-
perament and they are very friendly to ev-
eryone:
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The farm has over 300 chickens and Rob 
does a good business selling organic eggs. He 
spend a great deal on the natural feed that 
he has shipped from Montana. Rob focuses 
growing food for humans and not the chick-
ens. Grains are better bought from Montana, 
in his opinion:

The initial soil preparation is done with a 
small tractor but the tending and harvesting 
is all done by hand:

Tonopah Rob’s ‘backyard’:

 
This Pomegranate tree is shielded with bird 
netting. We have a Pomegranate tree… it 
must be shielded, or you are just feeding the 
birds :):
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This simple green house is where some of the 
plants get their start:

When Rob expanded his farm last year, it 
was mandatory that he buy a small tractor 
to prepare the fields for planting and to plant 
the seeds. The rest is done by hand:

Donna and Gary and Verda worked a plot 
here on our little 2 acres that was about 
20% this size and it was almost a full time 
job for months… I wouldn’t even try being 
a farmer without a tractor. I happen to price 
the very tractor that Rob Has and with all of 

the attachments it’s about $17,000 to $25,000 
(which model and how many attachments):

The tractor pulls another attachment that 
plants the seeds and covers them. These are 
the lines on top of the mounds. Since Rob 
doesn’t use the tractor after this step he can 
then plant ‘companion’ plants in the trough. 
After years of experimentation, Rob has de-
termined wich combination of planets benefit 
each other through nutrition and the types of 
insects they attract. Rob calls it “Bug Wars” 
and it is how he is able to grow very green 
and lush plants without chemicals. Even 
though flowers aren’t sold, as far as I know, 
they are grown to attract certain beneficial 
insects and then adorn customer’s baskets 
(next 3 pictures):
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The sections measure about 18 feet wide 
so that 20 foot sections of Bird Netting can 
stretched across to prevent the young leaves 
from being eaten by the many birds that would 
love the opportunity. Rob has just started us-
ing 1-2” wide Mylar Bird Tape, http://www.
gemplers.com/product/R40703/Bird-Scare-
Flash-Tape-Red-Silver-1-x-290?gclid=CIjR
1riOxboCFS9eQgodTSIAIQ&sku=R4070
3&CID=25SEPLA&ci_src=17588969&ci_
sku=R40703&ef_id=UMoTxwAAABDk8y@
Q20131102030143s that is reflective on one 
side and colored on the other, that he attach-

es to rebar about 3-5 feet above the ground 
and spaced about 10-12 feet apart. He is very 
pleased with the early results and this could 
save him many thousands of dollars a year 
(Bird Netting is one of his biggest costs on the 
farm).

Rob has discovered that the quail have 
learned to land on the netting at this stage 
of growth and wait for their friends to arrive 
until enough of them weigh down the netting 
so that they are able to reach the plants,… 

and the feast begins (next 2 pictures):
 
After the plants get large enough and have 
developed their own chemical defenses, birds 
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are no longer a threat and the netting is rolled 
up (next 2 pictures):

 

Plants that require a lot of water like lettuce, 
create way too many weeds to deal with natu-
rally. Some crops allow for the burning of the 
early weeds with a propane torch that doesn’t 
harm the crops that come up later. But for 
other plants Rob uses biodegradable Bark 
Paper that comes in 300’ rolls. He may spend 
hundreds of dollars covering a field but the 
savings in water and labor is worth it without 
having to use chemicals (next 3 pictures):

 

Some plants can be watered using a sprinkler 
system, and some need to be irrigated. This 
is an irrigated field. Rob has several of these 
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small plots that he uses for experimentation 
and they each have names (I don’t remember 
the names of these two) (next 3 pictures):

Here is a good example of Rob bordering one 
crop with another to repel one insect with 
another, or often the very scent of particu-
lar plants are a repellant. I see lots of Basil 
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on the edges. And depending on the general 
direction of the wind, Rob will plant Sun-
flowers on the correct side of the field (I can’t 
remember if it is up or down wind) so that 
“assassin” bugs are attracted so that the bugs 
attracted to certain crops are met with lethal 
force. The bug pictured here is dead, a victim 
in the Bug War (next 3 pictures):

Continues on Page #53 
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Bees Bees Bees. Rob has several bee hives 
around the property. One is Africanized, 
One Italian, and another honey bee I can’t 
remember. The African bees attack when you 
take their honey and can be a pain in the ass 
and very dangerous for several days after be-
ing robbed. But after a couple of years, they 
mate with the other breeds and calm down. 
But several Turkeys and Chickens were killed 
and humans stung before the aggressive bees 
began to chill out. The new wooden hive is 
suppose to attract a specific type of bee… and 
it looks nice in the meantime.

But they are very productive. Rob told us 
that one colony produces over 300 pounds 
of honey a year!... Wow! we’re getting some 
bees after we visit beekeeper Dee Lusby in a 
couple of weeks in southern Arizona (next 4 
pictures):
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‘Raised Composting” is new to Rob and I 
don’t know what made him think to try this, 
but he discovered that palm fronds don’t de-
compose very well and the compost doesn’t 
fall through the chicken wire as he had first 
hoped due to the palm fronds. But he did 
discover that when he waters the compost-
ing material, it creates a “tea” that feeds the 
lemon tree. This lemon tree is 3 times bigger 
than it’s 2-3 year old siblings not fertilized by 
this method.

Rob was so impressed that he has started ex-
perimenting with this sort of ‘tea compost-
ing’ in other test fields (next 3 pictures):

 

I think I remember Rob telling us that there 
are only 4 grapevines here, and that one 
fence line here produced over 300 pounds of 
grapes. He sold many bunches and made jam 
out of the rest:

Continues on Page #55 
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Rob has 3 wells on his property that supplies 
all of the water that he can pump and use 
(zoned agricultural… unlimited water), and 
he spends only $500 in electricity a month 
to power all of his wells, his home, and the 
farm. The well pictured here is down the 
street a ways on an industrial farm. This well 
is pumping out water every time I drive by it 
when I visit Bob less than a mile from here. 
The ‘ocean of water’ in this area is also on a 
volcanic plume and depending on where you 
are, the water ranges from about 85 to 105+ 
degrees Fahrenheit. Less than a mile from 
here is a  Hot Springs where you can go and 
soak in several hot tubs made of stone and 
concrete with beautiful sunset views. The wa-
ter is also channeled to grow privacy bam-
boo, and the entire complex is outdoors but 
creative planning allows for great views and 
clothing-optional privacy:

On the other side of the road from the indus-
trial farm I could see bee keepers transport-
ing bee colonies for pollination of the crops. 
The Collapse of Bee Colonies is a very big 
concern for many industrial bee keepers and 
we hope to understand a lot more when we 
visit 6th generation bee keeper Dee Lusby 
later this month. But from interviewing her 
and talking to other farmers and keepers, 
it seems I might understand a possible solu-
tion… don’t be mean to bees :)

Bees are transported a very long ways, all of 
their honey is taken, and they are feed High 
Fructose Corn Syrup and other chemicals 
and people wonder why it is that they leave. 
They don’t die… they just leave…. Ahhhh 
Duh. “I have wings… and you’re a dick. I’m 
outta here”:

Here is the entrance to Rob's Farm, and to 
the left is his Farmer's Market Stand where 
people come from all over to buy his produce 
(see next page):
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The Harvest Festival Tour (next 2 pictures):

There were several little kids there to learn 
and see what farming is all about - they were 

all very well behaved, and very inquisitive:

Dr. Phranq Tamburri, right, talks to some 
other attendees at the Festival:
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Steve Munier (H2OPE System) (on the left), 
Leigh (middle), and Brian Galegher:

Here you can see how the flowers and vege-
tables are planted together, each having their 
own purpose:

Rob talks to the kids about the turkeys and 
chickens (next 2 pictures):
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Lots of good greens growing here:

Continues on Page #58 
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Fields of green (next 2 pictures):

Rob spots a bug among the vegetables, and 
shows the kids that this kind of thing can be 
very destructive to the plants and the best 
thing to do is feed these bugs to the chickens. 
So then the kids are all into looking for bugs 
(next 3 pictures):
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Gary Gagnon enjoying a break:
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Here is one of the 3 wells on Rob's property:

Rob shows Bob how he is planting fruit trees 
along the wash:

Here is the group walking out by the citrus 
trees. In addition to planting the citrus trees 
by the wash, he has also planted them in a 
terrace formation so that he only needs to wa-
ter the top part. The water will soak into the 
ground an run downhill to water the trees on 
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the lower end of the slope (next 3 pictures):
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Here is what happens when you have tobac-
co on your hands (from smoking cigarettes). 
The Tobacco Mosaic virus can do much dam-
age to heirloom plants that are not modified 
to be immune to it:
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There is always something new going on at 
Rob's. This structure is being built to house 
the tractors:
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Here is some of the vegetables and flowers picked from the farm - ENJOY!:

Peace - Ernie and Donna
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